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Phobya G-Silent 12
700rpm Black Silent Edition

( 120x120x25mm )

Special Price

$7.61 was

$8.95

Product Images

Short Description

Phobya´s lastest mastepiece of cooling technology!

This is a fan that will satisfy both Silent-PC users and performance-oriented PC builders which is unique on the fan market. This
innovative fan will bring fear to its competitors and keep your system cool with all of its great features!

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

Phobya´s lastest mastepiece of cooling technology!

This is a fan that will satisfy both Silent-PC users and performance-oriented PC builders which is unique on the fan market. This
innovative fan will bring fear to its competitors and keep your system cool with all of its great features!

The manufacturer's consortium Phobya has achieved that an increased Airflow does not necessarily result in higher noise
emissions by using an innovative fan blade design. The specially curved fan blades in combination with the unique design and
high fan blade density lead the way to the future of cooling! The bearing is quipped with the newest Nano technology which
greatly reduces friction and noise emissions. An increased speed allows this fan to achieve great Airflow!

At a maximum speed of 700rpm, this fan is virtually inaudible

The appearance nowadays also is an extremely important factor when considering a fan. The black fan blades, in combination with
an elegant black frame, completely in an elegant glossy finish result in a truly spectacular appearance of this fan which is a great
choice for any system!

For cleaning of the fan the full rotor can be removed by lightly pulling on the frame respectively. Therefore cleaning of the fan can
easily be accomplished: Simply hold the fan under running water and rinse off dust and dirt. After a short drying period the fan
can be reassembled by simply pushing the rotor back into the casing and the fan can be used again.

Specifications

Dimensions: 120x120x25mm
Color: Black frame, black fan blades
Weight: 119g
Nominal voltage: 12V
Starting voltage: 5V
Current draw: 0,03A
Nominal speed: 700rpm (+/-10%)
Airflow: max. 45,87m³/h / 26,99CFM
Noise emission: 8.9 dB(A)
MTBF (25°C): 50.000hrs
Connector: 3-Pin

Extent of delivery:

1x Phobya G-Silent 12 700rpm Black Silent Edition ( 120x120x25mm )
4x Fan screws
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Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-78350

Weight 0.6000

Color Black

Fan Dimensions 120mm

Fan Width 25mm

Fan Connection 3-Pin

Fan Voltage 12 VDC

Fan RPM 700

Fan CFM 27

Fan Noise (dB) 9

Special Price $7.61


